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On Jan. 26, daily newspaper El Clarin reported that US pressure caused the Argentine government
to drop negotiations with Iran on the sale of nuclear power plant equipment and technical expertise.
The deal was part of an US$18 million contract between the state-run enterprise INVAP and Iranian
officials. The Argentine Embassy in Teheran has been ordered to deny visas requested by Iranian
technicians to visit Argentina for purposes of studying nuclear power plant management. INVAP
spokespersons said the contract has not been annulled, but will be revised in 40 days, in accordance
with the government's new directives on nuclear exchanges with third countries. INVAP, a division
of the National Atomic Energy Commission (CNEA), manufactures enriched uranium and builds
small reactors for scientific use and electricity generation, among other things. Diplomatic sources
consulted by Spanish news service EFE (01/26/92) confirmed that US officials pressured Buenos
Aires to suspend the contract with Iran, as well as to revise existing contracts with other Middle
Eastern nations. For instance, Algeria constructed a reactor for scientific research purposes with the
aid of Argentine technology. Buenos Aires also has an agreement with Turkey to build a reactor for
supplying small cities with electricity. CNEA and INVAP technicians directed core replacement in
a small scientific research reactor at the University of Teheran in 1985. The eventual cancellation
of contracts with foreign customers would lead to the collapse of Argentine nuclear research
organizations financed by sales of small reactors, and medical and industrial applications. On Feb.
2, media sources in Buenos Aires reported that the government had cancelled shipments of nuclear
materials destined to Iran. According to INVAP, the shipments consisted of machinery and tools for
electricity generation only. According to a report appearing in El Clarin, US officials have promised
to help in the search for an alternative customer for the abovementioned materials. Potential buyer
nations must accept rules and safeguards to prevent nuclear weapons proliferation under the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). [Sources: El Clarin (Argentina), 01/26/92, 02/02/92;
Spanish news service EFE, 02/02/92]
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